
Safety Zones  
of Energy Objects 

 
Safety zone of electric networks, in this case - high-voltage substations, 

distribution devices, current wires, air, underground and submarine power 
lines and nearby buildings, is the surrounding territory of the stated objects, 
which provides natural activity of the mentioned objects, safety of the 
citizens and exploitation staff, as well as defense of property. 

Without corresponding permission from the controlling organization, in 
the electric networks’ safety zones it is forbidden to build, reconstruct, 
rearrange or demolish any types of buildings and constructions, implement  
any types of mining works, handle operations, earthworks, undermining 
works, well-boring and land improvement works, trees and bushes planting 
and felling, camps placing, vineyard metallic fence building, crops irrigation, 
placing of strange objects on power lines and on bearing posts, as well as 
near them, bearing posts’ climbing, presence of trees with more than 4 
meters height (in the safety zones of overhead power transmission lines), 
earthworks implementation deeper than 0.3 meters, and in the presence of 
croplands – deeper than 0.45 meters (in the safety zones of underground 
power transmission lines) etc. 

Not stopping of unauthorized (without corresponding right, mounting and 
urban planning documents) capture of the land provided for safety zone, 
after administrative penalty for the analogous action during one year, is 
liable to direct compulsory works execution, maximum for 2 years. Public 
officers, which direct job responsibilities include interruption of above 
mentioned activities, may be brought to legal liability per imprisonment for 
one or two years period (RoA Criminal Code clauses 315-1 and 315-2). 

Any work in the electric networks’ safety zone can be fulfilled only in the 
case of the presence of “ENA” CJSC consent. Otherwise the building-
construction, which has been built with violation of safety zone’s limits, will 
not receive technical specifications on electric energy connection. Power 
supply of mentioned buildings, will be implemented only after safety zone 
reestablishment.  
   
 Safety zone’s delimitation, safe exploitation and protection is 
implementing based on the RoA law “On Energy”, RoA Civil Code, RoA 
Government resolution N313 dated May 26, 1998 “On energy objects safety 
zone’s delimitation and order of use” and rules of “1000V and above voltage 
electric networks protection” affirmed by the RoA resolution N249, dated May 
18, 2000, as well as based on various ministries’ regulations. At the same 
time, during 8th meeting of Intergovernmental commission on economic 
cooperation between RoA and RF, which took place on October 9, 2006 in 
Moscow, resolution was adopted on joint coordinated actions between “INTER 
RAO UES” CJSC, RoA Ministry of Energy, RoA Territorial Administration 
Ministry, RoA Police and  State Committee of  Realty Cadastre attached to 
the RoA Government.  
 Based on stated resolution, “Electric Networks of Armenia” CJSC has 
established a correspondence with above mentioned departments, which 



informed about their readiness to cooperate on the questions of safe 
exploitation of the Company’s objects, corresponding buildings construction, 
repair and emergency-recovery works implementation on the enterprises of 
power industry’s field.   

Taking into account various situations of above mentioned 
requirements terms violation, RoA Government adopted one more resolution 
N1102-N, dated June 3, 2004 “On actions aimed at ensuring of energy 
objects safe exploitation”. 

According to the stated resolution, energy objects’ safety zones 
violations are mainly classifying by the following standards: 

1. constructions built in the safety zones, which owners are ready 
to reestablish safety zones’ limits at their own expense, by 
power lines or constructions transfer (execution of contract 
between the owner and “ENA” CJSC  on safety zones’ limits 
reestablishment), 

2. constructions built on the land, which has public or communal 
importance (they are to be demounted, according to the order 
established by RoA legislation, or, regarding them rules are to 
be applied, established by the RoA Civil Code). 

3. constructions built in the safety zones, which have permission 
from the local governing institution (Yerevan Municipality) or 
territorial governing institution (they are to be demounted on 
the expense of the public or communal funds, with the term of 
compensation of property, which is to be demounted). 

According to the point 3 of the clause 212 of the RoA Civil Code “With the 
purpose of preservation and service for the public needs of macadam-linear 
engineering substructures (power lines and telecommunications, gas 
pipelines, water-supply, drainage and heat supply systems), overhead and 
underground cable lines and pipelines, bearing posts and other constructions, 
related with their safe exploitation, on the corresponding land a free, 
obligatory and permanent easement is to be established, independent of type 
of property.”  

 

 
 


